In just the last year:

- 96,000 booklets downloaded
- 300,000 school comparisons
- 40,000 brochure requests
- 4.5 Million visitors
- 15,000 visitors/day

Estimated 30-60% of prospective students visit StudentsReview!

40% High School Students
36% Parents

StudentsReview has been assisted by recognition in the last years from the Washington Post and Chicago Herald both of which recommended us as the most informative site for prospective students, and College Magazine®, which ranked us as the fourth most influential and meaningful college discovery and ranking system in the world.

Because StudentsReview values the purity and integrity of its analyses and data, we have come to be trusted by students more than any other service. We intend to continue our tradition of integrity and to extend that trust to institutions as well.

The page that follows describes some of the advertising services for summer programs that we currently provide, in addition to the informational survey, which is completely free to fill out and update at any time.

Beracah Yankama
Director, StudentsReview
617 447-8238
Photos & Dedicated Summer Page

Upload up to 5 photos and 1 page of text to appear with your summer program's description on our HS Summer Program page, in our downloadable Summer Program minibook, and on a dedicated summer program page for your university. Both students interested in summer programs, and those prospective students already interested in your university will see your summer program and be more interested in attending it. With a dedicated page directly within your school's section, students will quickly see your available summer programs. With over 15,000 daily visitors and 50,000 page impressions per day, the value of this product is clear.

- Reach a wider audience.
- Easier for counselors and students; informative content all in one place.
- Cheaper than brochure mailings, value scales.
- Priority listing near the top of the summer program pages.
- Program is included in the school's individual downloadable minibook.

Price: $100/year

Promotion in Search Results

StudentsReview can assist in raising awareness and applications for your summer program through its search results.

Promote your summer program at the top of the search results on our site, so that interested students will see your summer program right away. Over 15,000 people per day visit StudentsReview, running over 8,500 searches per day.

Example 1:
If a student searches for schools providing Math as a major, then your Math summer program will be displayed at the top of the searches.

Example 2:
If your school shows up in the search results for any reason (local search, sports, matching major), then your summer program is displayed at the top of the search results.

- Dramatic Increase in targeted exposure
- Increase in competitive applications
- Substantial increase in awareness.

Pricing is reasonable, but varies based on targeting – check out the Summer Profile Editor to create price.

*Some Recent Advertisers*
University of Wisconsin -- Eau Claire
University of Idaho (Junior Engineering Math and Science)
Cranbrook Academy of Art (Summer Art Institute)
Catholic University of America (Experiences in Architecture)
Lake Superior State University - (Robotics Summer Camps)

All services can be set up automatically through our website: